We propose a model for liquids with bubbles calling upon the theory of continua with microstructure. In addition to the contraction and expansion of bubbles due to pressure already included in models available in the literature on such continua, we take into account possible phase changes at the bubble surfaces. To begin with, we consider here the simplest constitutive assumptions for both phases: a perfect incompressible fluid and a perfect gas. Furthermore we assume temperature to be constant and uniform within each bubble and in the fluid next to it.
Introduction
Configurational forces have been introduced by Eshelby in the early 1950s within his work on the propagation of defects in elastic media [8, 9] . The theory has been developed since then, extended to nonlinear elasticity first [24] , and then to non-conservative cases [14, 23] , proving itself useful to tackle problems like phase transition or crack propagation. Studies so far consider macroscopic changes in the configuration of systems, and therefore lead to the definition of configurational forces in the same linear space as the usual mechanical ones.
When the system needs a richer description than that given by the classical continuum model, as it happens when the theory of continua with microstructure is invoked [4] , the question arises of the configurational force appearing on microstructural defects (such as e.g. jumps of the microstructure across a line). General answers can be found for coherent interfaces [21, 16] and point defects [32] , with configurational forces that are still geometrically like the classical ones.
Problems may arise where the configurational changes would be, more conveniently, described at a microscopic level, perhaps through some microstructural variable; for instance solids with diffused microcracks, polycrystals with growing or sintering grains, aerosols with evaporating/condensating particles, or liquids where bubbles, partly filled with their own vapour phases, are finely dispersed. Then one should face the problem of dealing with configurational forces that are dual to the rate of change of some microstructural variable, and adapt the existing theory to the need.
In this paper, we will study the last of the above mentioned problems, within due limits-perhaps in the simplest occurrence, to address the expediency of the introduction of configurational microforces.
Notice that in a similar context, dealing with granular materials and multiphase mixtures [27] , the derivative of the free energy with respect to the volume fraction (the microstructural variable introduced therein) was termed a configuration pressure (after which the appellation configuration energy is used in [10] ). Such a variable would rather be called an equilibrated microforce in our vocabulary, as it is not a configurational force in the sense we are investigating.
Bubble dynamics have been widely studied since the very origin of the mechanics of fluids, to deal with problems such as bubbly flows -cavitating or boiling -or sound propagation. Applications span today a broad class of different problems, considering materials such as water, oil, inks, fuels, metals, advanced materials and manufacturing processes, or heat-transfer fluids close to their boiling conditions (the latter an important issue in nuclear industry). The very nucleation and collapse of bubbles and the evolution of their surfaces are among the hardest questions then arising. Flows are often modelled at the scale of the bubble; numerical simulations comprise one or even hundreds of them, challenging issues rising, and take many features into account to get faithful results [3, 18] .
Here we simplify the task, considering bubbles of spherical shape and accepting a continuum model where each material element contains one bubble. Nucleation, collapse, merging, or splitting of bubbles will not be considered, nor will the model be appropriate at times for such phenomena when the spherical symmetry breaks, and even the traits of a sharp bubble wall may vanish [2] . We will not exclude that condensation or evaporation might occur at the bubbles' surface, so that our model might prove appropriate to study flows with phase changes (such as for the coolant of a nuclear reactor), but care must be taken in applications, as we will not consider contaminants diffusing in either phase.
Within such a simplified framework, Lord Rayleigh's approach to the problem of determining the size of a spherical bubble in an infinite medium [20] , and later improvements leading to the generalized Rayleigh-Plesset equation [2, 15, 28] , can be followed almost thoroughly to set up a model at the single bubble scale, but differences arise due to the boundary conditions we impose on this scale and for further reasons that will be given as the presentation proceeds.
Continuum models were introduced looking heuristically at the liquid with bubbles as a mixture [34, 35] . In models inheriting the structures introduced by Iordanski, Kogarko, and van Wijngaarden, the size of bubbles -a continuous field -contracts and expands, driven by the local value of the pressure field as if this value were applied on each bubble in Rayleigh's conditions (at the boundary of an infinite homogeneous liquid medium comprising one single bubble). The treatement of the mixture problem is limited to the notion of volume fraction and the definition of the overall density of the mixture, with the Rayleigh-Plesset equation playing a constitutive rôle.
The approach proves accurate in the main, and versatile in practice, complexity having been added appropriately, especially for dealing with viscosity, surface tension, uniform temperature changes of the bubble, and diffusion of contamintants [2] . The assumptions of spatial uniformity of temperature [22] and pressure within the bubble [19] , and the assumption that the liquid velocity at the interface be equal to the interface velocity [29] (but see also [10] on the matter), all usually stated, can be shown to be fully adequate in a wide class of conditions by comparison with the numerical solutions of more detailed models, or having otherwise minimal impact on the usually accepted errors for such approximate solutions.
Limits derive nonetheless from the soft boundary condition used to get the local model: any bubble interacts with the rest of the mixture where it is embedded as if the latter were perfectly soft, regardless of its real behaviour. The choice entails the uncoupling of the macro-from the micromotion; such choice, though realistic in some cases, causes a loss of information on pressure perturbations (due to the bubbles), which were estimated to be a fraction of the mean pressure of the order of the vapour volume fraction [6, 30] .
A second class of models of bubbly fluids include those based on mixture theories and variational approaches [1, 7, 10, 12, 13 ]. The physical instances enter then through the choice of a Lagrangian, after which the problem can be set following the usual technical steps. Questions arise on the separation between balance laws and constitutive equations, the related arguments going beyond our scope.
When, as in [7, 10] , the volume fraction of constituents in the mixture is one of the independent variables of the Lagrangian, a balance equation appears for microforces that generalises Rayleigh-Plesset's. Whether the generalization overcomes the above mentioned difficulties on the bubble-mixture interactions is a question left to the choice of the Lagrangian; in particular this is the case for [10] , not for [7] . Phase changes on the bubble surface have not been treated in the quoted papers using variational methods. In this case, a proper choice for the Lagrangian might become -if appropriate -an overwhelming task.
Proposals of a third group are in the line of the theory of continua with microstructure that we are going to apply here [4, 27] . A theory of fluid suspensions and the ensuing model for liquids with bubbles are given in [27] ; an equation like Rayleigh-Plesset's is obtained again as a particular form of the balance of microforces, disregarding phase changes effects.
Before deepening the discussion on this third class of approaches, which we actually are to follow, let us mention further details on our choices. We consider a continuum, the material elements of which comprise an inner bubble and an outer crust, both made of the same material, but in a different state, so that phase changes may occur at the interface. The centres of mass of the two phases are supposed to coincide always with the centre of the bubble; in both mass distributions are spherically symmetric and occupy a finite volume, so that two geometrical parameters suffice to fully describe each material element. Notice that phase changes occur only within the element, the total mass of which remains constant.
With the above assumptions, the system can be described through the theory of continua with microstructure following the guidelines given in [4] , especially Sections 7 and 16. Material elements are uniquely identified through some reference placement in the Euclidian space but their evolution needs a richer description than that given by the translational degrees of freedom proper to motions in this space. Therefore each will be thought of as a Lagrangian system and totally identified at time τ by the current place x of its own centre of mass, plus a finite number of extra degrees of freedom reflected in a given number of independent Lagrangian coordinates or order parameters.
In [4] the example of a liquid with bubbles is given, calling upon one such additional order parameter, i.e. the volume fraction of bubbles. This scheme is made possible by the simple geometry of material elements described above, which we borrow here, plus two assumptions: there is no mass exchange through the surface of bubbles and the liquid crust is incompressible. Therefore a link between the external and the internal radius of the sphere that represents each material element, and a link between the former and the deformation gradient exist, both having the nature of perfect kinematic constraints.
Here we allow phase transitions at the interface of the fluids. Therefore pressure can have two different effects, both inducing volume changes of material elements at constant mass: either compressing/dilating the vapour phase within or driving the condensation/evaporation phenomena. As a consequence, two kinematically independent parameters are needed to describe the microstructure, e.g. the radii of the two concentric spheres or, equivalently, the volume fraction and the number density of bubbles.
In adopting the point of view of continua with microstructure, the need for a constitutive description for some of the variables of this model will lead us to consider, in the next section, bubble behaviour in further detail. In Section 3 we will analyse the given system at the scale of the moving interface between liquid and vapour, and then derive the needed constitutive assignments for the continuum with microstructure in Section 4.
A framework for liquids with vapour bubbles

Geometry of the microstructure
Material elements are made of vapour, within a sphere of radius a, and liquid, filling a crust surrounding this sphere with external radius r . These two parameters can be replaced by ν and υ, which respectively stand for the ratio of vapour volume on total volume of the material element that we will call void ratio for short, and the number density of bubbles, or the reciprocal of the total volume of one element. These variables are linked to the external and internal radii by:
In [4] , the assumptions of no phase change and incompressibility of the fluid matrix entail that the volume of liquid remains constant when the number density of bubbles is driven by the macromotion:
ι being the determinant of the deformation gradient, the asterisks denoting values in the reference placement; however the second of (2) does not hold in general in the present case. Let us then callν := 1 − ι(1 − ν) the image in the reference placement of the present void ratio that, as a consequence of phase changes, is in general different from the reference value ν * . ν can be understood as follows: consider an element in the reference placement and a macromotion that makes the bubble expand. Due to evaporation, the total liquid mass of the element will, in the present placement, be smaller than in the reference, vice versa the vapour mass; hence -the liquid being more dense than the vapour -this element will occupy in the present stance a volume wider than it would if evaporation were not possible. If now we pull it back to the reference placement by the mean of the inverse of the macromotion only (no phase change), its outer surface will fit in the place where it was before the motion, but the liquid crust will be thinner, and the bubble larger than before. The misfit is, in bubble's volume, the difference betweenνυ −1 * and ν * υ −1 * . Clearly, as the fluid with bubbles moves, the image of each bubble in the reference placement, as given byν, moves also.
Balance equations
The conservation of mass is given by the usual equatioṅ
where ρ is the density and v the velocity of material elements.
In writing the equations of motion, we introduce the following assumptions on the external actions, which actually have few formal consequences: (i) exclude external body forces but gravity, (ii) exclude all non inertial external actions on the microstructure.
The balance of macro and micromomentum and the balance of moment of momentum can be written as:
where b and β are the external forces and microforces per unit mass respectively (assume e.g. b = g, the gravity vector, and β = 0 as in most real cases), the Cauchy stress T, the equilibrated microforce ζ , and the microstress s, need to be made precise by means of appropriate constitutive assignments, and the mass density of microstructural inertial actions α -a function of (ν,ν, υ,υ) -need also be assigned and will be chosen so as to be consistent with the kinetic description of the element in order to ensure the validity of the kinetic energy theorem ( [5] , see [4] Section 7). The consequences of the latter statement are made explicit by defining first the density of the kinetic coenergy χ :
and expressing then the density of microinertia as
As [10] notes about Eq. (1.18) therein, here its counterpart (4b) is the analogue of the Rayleigh-Plesset equation. The first principle written for a sub-body, V and ∂V denoting volume and outer surface respectively, is:
where e is the internal energy per unit mass, f the external traction at the boundary, σ the external action on the microstructure at the boundary, λ the external heating per unit volume, and q the heat flux. We admit that a local version of the second principle can be stated under the form
and derive the local version of the Clausius-Duhem inequality for the continuum with microstructure:
where ψ is the free energy per unit mass, ς the entropy per unit mass, and θ the temperature. In (9) we have also included the term ϕ, representing the dissipation rate of configurational microforces, the rôle and explicit form of which we are to discuss.
Constitutive equations
When no phase changes occur Eq. (2) hold, and a perfect constraint exists between ν and ι:
Then the system behaves as in [4] . As a consequence, assuming that the internal actions split into a reactive and an active part, and that the power of the former is null for all motion allowed by such a constraint, the Author of [4] gets restrictions on the reactions; whence, within our assumptions, the pure equation of motion including only the active parts of the quoted actions (denoted by a superimposed 'a'):
In the case at issue, Eq. (10) holds perhaps only occasionally, under the special circumstance of no phase change, but the procedure leading to (11) can be followed thoroughly, starting from the fictitious constraint
Thus (11) can be borrowed here to replace (4a)-(4c), but:
• the microstructure is not truly latent as when (10) holds throughout: hereν is an unknown field;
• the constitutive equations for the active parts of the internal actions must be written with respect to a reference setting that is not the reference placement considered for the kinematic description, but rather the pull back of the present placement by the inverse of the macromotion (without phase changes); • the density of inertial actions on the microstructure will depend only on the material movement of the microstructure, and thus it will be a function also ofν.
To make these active parts explicit functions of the kinematic variables, two steps can be expedient: (i) derive from a more refined model of the element an expression for the power per unit volume connected with its motion; and (ii) identify, term by term, the power per unit volume of the continuum with microstructure with the above. Clearly many choices are legitimate, especially when the expression required in the first step is not at hand.
Still in the absence of any phase change, this procedure leads [4] to
where p 1 is the pressure in the bubbles (that, assuming the process be polytropic and the bubble mass constant, can be displayed in terms of ν, ν * , and its initial value), ξ their surface tension and η e the viscosity of the liquid (without bubbles). Furthermore a s was considered null and a Stokes kind of law was assumed for the deviatoric part of a T. The derivation of similar results here will be carried out after taking a closer view at the material element. A final remark is useful on the connection between the present and Rayleigh-Plesset group of theories. The latter can be retrived from (11) whenever the deviatoric part of the Cauchy stress is null, adding due constitutive equations. For instance when (13) holds, introducing the apparent pressure p := −tr T/3, we have Bernoulli's equation of motion:
coupled with one of the Rayleigh-Plesset's kind
When, as in Iordanski-Kogarko-van Wijngaarden and like models, an estimate of p, sayp, is taken as the solution of (14), given ν, and ν is computed then from (15) given p =p, the approximation is introduced that the apparent pressure fluctuations due to bubble dynamics (i.e. p −p) are null.
Microscopic model
We analyse the system at the scale of a material element, and introduce a number of assumptions on its behaviour at this scale, in order to obtain the constitutive equations needed for the macroscopic model. The analysis follows the simplest scheme [15] , but for the boundary condition on the outer sphere. Let us call Γ the surface of the inner sphere, it is assumed that the bubble wall is a sharp vapour/liquid interface supported by Γ . The other assumptions are:
A.i. Γ possibly bears discontinuities of order one in the velocity field; A.ii. the temperature is continuous across Γ ; A.iii. a surface tension appears on Γ ; A.iv. the liquid phase is incompressible and inviscid; A.v. the vapour phase is a perfect gas; A.vi. the enthalpy is continuous across any plane interface if the two phases are at equilibrium; A.vii. evaporation and condensation do not produce entropy; A.viii. no heat is exchanged in the bulk.
Further assumptions are accepted in most of the literature on bubbly fluids-and will be accepted here, to simplify the problem by introducing a rough estimate of the solution in the vapour instead of solving the field equations throughout the inner sphere: the density, pressure, and temperature fields in there will be represented by one function of time each (an estimate, say, of their value at the inner side of the interface, or of their average value). The question of whether and how these functions are related to each other is then left to ad hoc constitutive proposals based, in particular, on the kinetic theory of gases.
Notice that these three fields can never be all uniform in the bubble while its surface moves, even if at a steady state, because no barotropic radial flow of a compressible fluid can exist close to its centre (see e.g. [11] Section X.2).
The following notations will be used: index i = 1, 2 will refer to the gas and to the liquid respectively, n is the unit normal to Γ (pointing out of the sphere), u i the velocity of either phase relative to the centre of mass of the element, T i the Cauchy stress, with p i anddev T i the pressure and the deviatoric part of T i after splitting T i = − p i I + dev T i , σ t the surface tension, q i the heat flux, e i and g i respectively the mass density of the internal energy and of the free enthalpy (or Gibbs free energy). The symbols b i , ψ i , ς i and V i will be used -in the next section -to denote the external forces acting in the bulk of either phase, their free energy and entropy per unit mass and the domains occupied by them in the present stance. As usual, we put [[ f ]] := f 2 − f 1 and 2 f := f 1 + f 2 whatever the field f .
v, the velocity field in the continuum with microstructure is by assumption the velocity of the centre of mass of material elements, so that v i = v + u i is the total velocity of either phase.
Notice that most of the symbols above were introduced in the previous section with reference to the continuum with microstructure, while in the present section we use them again with a different meaning (and with indexes denoting phases), as we are dealing with a classical continuum. We prefer not to introduce any further notation for such usual quantities, confident that no misunderstanding appears in the presentation.
Under assumptions A.i to A.v, the Rayleigh-Plesset equation gives the radius of a spherical bubble at equilibrium under a pressure imposed at an infinite distance on the liquid. The case of uniform temperature [25] , without contaminant gas and viscosity, is relevant here:
The difference between the developments that follow and the above mentioned result -making the latter not fit for our purposes -is given by the fact that our material element is constrained to the macromotion at a boundary that is at a finite distance from the bubble. This choice allows us to deal with the bubble-mixture, and possibly with the bubble-bubble interactions by means of a field equation (4b), and thence study flows where the number density of bubbles is not vanishing.
Balance equations
We call upon the usual balance equations in the bulk of the liquid phase plus Kotchine's jump conditions at all regular points of Γ (see [33] ):
where
is the rate of mass exchanged through a unit of Γ . Inequality (20) derives from:
which was obtained from the local expression of the second principle, assuming that the heat supply in the bulk is null (or at least even) on either side of Γ and that the temperature does not jump across it (assumptions A.viii and A.ii).
Notice that, within the assumptions,
3.2. Constitutive equations 3.2.1. Cauchy stresses and the surface tension Assumptions A.iv and A.v say that both phases are inviscid, the former a perfect gas, the latter an incompressible fluid 1 3 tr
(R the universal gas constant and M the molar mass). The two phases can meet under different pressures on a still interface due to the possible balance given by the surface tension, but where their interface plane their common pressure at equilibrium -called the saturation vapour pressure p e s -would depend only on temperature. As per the surface tension, no particular assumption is needed here, but its being independent on the curvature of the surface, as appropriate when no consideration is introduced on the depth of the bubble wall (see [26] , equation (12.9)).
Free enthalpy jump
To tackle problems such as the present one, the heat jump across the interface is often expressed in terms of the specific heat of evaporation and condensation. Here we handle the case less generally, neglecting temperature variations, and focus only on the free enthalpy jump. Implicitly, we presume the thermal conductivity of the two fluids to be large enough for the above mentioned heat to diffuse with negligible temperature gradients.
Assumptions A.v and A.iv allow us to make the free enthalpies of both phases explicit in terms of the state variables:
with p 0 any reference pressure and g 01 (θ ) and g 02 (θ) unknown functions, whose difference can be further expressed in terms of another -supposedly known -material function p e s (θ ) thanks to Clapeyron's assumptions A.vi on the jump of enthalpy under special conditions. Then (cfr. with [12] equations (2.4) to (2.7))
and
The constitutive restriction at any given temperature θ: p 1 ≤ p e s (θ ) ≤ p 2 entails the enthalpy jump be non negative.
Consequences
ρ 2 being constant per statement (22) , mass conservation in the liquid entails (we do not write explicitly the dependence on time)
which, taking s → a, allows us to express the rate of exchanged mass µ in terms of the configurational variableν and its rate:
Taking (26) for the velocity field, momentum conservation gives the pressure field in the liquid
Taking (26) when s → a and recalling (17) , one can express the normal velocity of the vapour phase at the interface
and thus
which allow us to express the jump conditions (18) and (20) in terms of the kinematic variablesȧ andṙ . To treat in a simplified manner the inner part of the bubble, we assume u 1 · n to be a linear function of the radius and get from (29)
which will be recalled to evaluate the contribution of such a phase to the whole kinetic energy of the element. Whether (32) represents an acceptable approximation of the real solution under some circumstances is a question left open here, though several results exist that witness for the quality of the proposal (e.g. [19, 22] ). (32) and mass conservation in the vapour entail
(from now on, the argument a will be removed from the function ρ 1 as, due to premise (32), the latter is uniform in space; notice that the result above could be obtained from a global balance of masses and gives ρ 1 always positive, as the total mass of the material element will always be larger than the mass of the liquid crust).
As already mentioned, we are willing to accept a rough approximation, assuming pressure to be as uniform as density is when (32) holds true. This common simplification hopefully reproduces properly the state of vapour next to the bubble boundary, under conditions that have been discussed. It is then necessary to give, as a statement, the relation between such approximate pressure -we denotep 1 to avoid confusion with p 1 -and density, taking into account in some selective manner the behaviour of the vapour in the whole bubble.
If phases never change, the factor of ρ 2 in (33) is null, and this equation corresponds to the statement that the total mass of the bubble is constant ρ 1 ν(1 − ν * ) = ρ 1 * ν * (1 − ν) whence the pressure changes in the polytropic approximationp 1 ρ −γ 1 = const (γ a constant, with γ = 1 if the process is isothermal, γ = c p /c v , ratio of specific heats, if adiabatic)
(taking anyway p 1 * uniform) often considered in bubble dynamics. In our case, even accepting the polytropic argument, (34) does not hold in general. Rather we start from (33) to get, after some calculations,
where the contribution of the fictitious contraction/expansion of the bubble without phase change (first term), calling upon the configurational variableν, and that of phase changes (second term) can be clearly read. (35) suggests that we look at the bubble as a mixture of two gases, one filling it with constant total mass (the first term) and the other coming through the boundary (the second term). The mole fraction of the first component, after (35) , is:
within the limits of validity of Dalton's law, one can deduce the total pressure from the partial pressure of any component; the following expression can thus be proposed -and will be used in the next paragraph as a constitutive statement -for the total pressure in the bubble during any process:
Taking components of (18) in the radial direction and recalling (22) and (26) we get:
Recalling again (22), (27) , (30) , and (31), (20) becomes
where the total configurational force associated with phase changesν appears. With (38) and (25) the term between square brackets becomes 1 2
Assuming A.vii, Eq. (39) must be verified as an equality; therefore it is either
i.e. no phase change occurs, or (40) is null and the inner radius a may change and changes accordingly. This condition gives the relative speed of the inner sphere's surface with respect to the outer one, but does not tell us whether evaporation (a 2ȧ > r 2ṙ ) or condensation (opposite condition) occurs. The lacking consistency condition is simply expressed as µṙ ≤ 0 or
which derives from the statement that when the total volume of the material element increases (ṙ > 0), the total mass of its denser constituent shall not increase (µ ≤ 0), and vice versa, if the total mass is to be conserved. The evaporation/condensation rule is theṅ
or, in terms of the chosen microstructural variables and taking (33) into accounṫ
(44)
, where the approximation p 1 (a) ≈p 1 should be accepted and the Eqs. (28) and (37) must be recalled for the explicit values of p 2 (a) andp 1 respectively. According to this rule, the more the enthalpy in the liquid exceeds that of the gas, the faster the liquid evaporates when the bubble expands or the vapour condenses when the bubble contracts. The enthalpy jump in isothermal conditions depending on the effect of surface tension only, which, in turn, depends on the curvature of the interface, means that large bubbles expand or contract undergoing slower phase changes than the smaller ones. This conclusion must be tempered in general: due to thermal conductivity, bubbles tends to be adiabatic if large, isothermal if small [22] ; (43) describing an isothermal process can thus be inaccurate for large bubbles.
Remarks
Notice that (43) comes from the condition that the total configurational force on the interface (40) be null, a condition which differs from that invoked to get (16) , as the latter dictates that the total (classical) force on the interface be null in the absence of mass transport across the boundary (i.e. both sides of (18) vanish). Therefore (16) not only differs from (40) due to the boundary conditions; the Rayleigh-Plesset solution derives from a statement that can be accepted when the jump in the free enthalpy density is null. The statement, if accepted in our case, would make (43) give (41) again, and thus excludes evaporation and condensation when the boundary is at a finite distance from the bubble.
The Rayleigh-Plesset solution was established to deal with bubbles driven by outside pressure and having ρ 1 ρ 2 , whence a small -perhaps negligible -difference between the liquid velocity at the bubble's surface and the velocity of this surface (as the factor ρ 1 /ρ 2 shows in Eq. (43)). It has been observed that results obtained neglecting this difference prove highly accurate, even if evaporation/condensation occur as far as the temperatures are well below the critical point [29, 28] . This circumstance led many authors to use Rayleigh's starting point, which strictly excludes phase changes, even when his premises fail.
Consequently, in the dynamics of bubbles with phase changes, the rate of mass exchanged through the unit surface of the bubble need be given through a constitutive statement per se, often obtained starting from the Hertz-Langmuir-Knudsen result of the kinetic theory of gases (see [28] ). In our model, this rate is given by (43), which is a necessary consequence of the Second Principle (subsequent, of course, to due constitutive statements). Methodology apart, the physics behind the difference between the two results needs to be clarified.
Notice that the partial pressure of the fictitious component coming from evaporation is, after (37)
It could rather be expected that this value be given by the actual saturation vapour pressure p s which, in turn, can be expressed in terms of the saturation vapour pressure at equilibrium p e s (depending on temperature only), and of the unknown rate of exchanged mass µ, if one takes the quoted Hertz-Langmuir-Knudsen formula
α m the mass accomodation coefficient. Consider (43) and the following conditions:
so that (43) becomes approximately
Then, within a range of pressures and for some α m both fitted for convenience, admit
the following result ensues:
close to (46), if one admits that the actual pressure next to the bubble wall is effectually the actual saturation vapour pressure ( p 1 (a) = p s (θ, µ)). The sign of µ in (50) is opposite to that ofι according to the requirement that the total mass not increase during expansion, neither decrease in contraction. Despite the rough approximation implied by (49), the similarity of the two results is satisfactory, especially if one considers the strong limitation that a statement of the kind has once applied at a macroscopic level, regardless of the difference between the scale of the whole bubble and that of the molecular layers next to its wall [26, 17] , and the consequences on the determination of α m .
Were such approximation not admitted, the question arises of whether (46), relating the pressure of the phasechanging fictitious constituent of the vapour with the rate of exchanged mass, or the polytropic assumption leading to (45) must be taken as a starting point to get an appropriate constitutive statement for the inner pressure of the bubble; this question cannot be answered here, depending as it does eventually on the size of bubbles and the kind of process to represent, either small with prevalent evaporation/condensation or not.
In Fig. 1 we compare the result of Eqs. (48) and (50), under particular physical conditions; the proposed fit is obtained for α m = 0.2. It must be observed that the values proposed in the literature for such a coefficient range from 0.01 to 1, with the value 0.2 separating quasi-quiescent from rapidly renewing surfaces [31] . A difference from the Hertz-Langmuir-Knudsen formula of the kind shown in Fig. 1 was already discussed in [17] (see figure 2 herein) on the basis of more refined statistical models.
Consequences at the upper level
The so-called microscopic model of material elements outlined in Section 3 is used in this section as a source of information to draw, from the general frame given in Section 2, the model of a continuum made of such elements. The following assumptions will be introduced for this purpose:
A.I. the local value of the mass per unit volume of the continuum with microstructure is equal to the volume average of the mass of an element
the same is assumed for: A.II. the power of internal actions
A.III. the kinetic energy
A.IV. the entropy
As for the external supplies, the need to relate bulk and surface terms belonging to different models leads us to introduce the following statements: A.V. the power of external actions
A.VI. the caloric power
Issues A.I, A.II, and A.III are usually posited in the analysis of continua with microstructure. The remaining postulates, though less usual, are in the line of the previous ones, as they all refer -at least within the bounds of the present analysis -to additive quantities (notice that external contributions on the interface are excluded from assumptions A.V and A.VI).
All these assumptions bear as consequences the appearance of configurational terms in the balance laws of the continuum with microstructure.
Mass density
Assumption A.I and the previous results make the overall density ρ depend on the actual densities of liquid (ρ 2 ) and vapour (ρ 1 ) within the element and on the void ratio,
(57)
Stresses and the equilibrated microforce
The right-hand term of (52), as per the previous results, can be expressed in terms of the macroscopic kinematic variables v andν
wherep 1 and ρ 1 are known functions of ν andν, given in Eqs. (35) and (37).
To fulfill the requirement of assumption A.II, the above result suggests the following identities be verified by the equilibrated microforce, the Cauchy stress and the microstress at the macroscopic level:
where tildes denote powerless terms and the stricture of objectivity must be remembered, which entails eT = 0. When bubbles do not expand or contract, the second of Eq. (2) occasionaly holds; then the power per unit volume (58) becomes
where the stress term p a :=p 1 − 2σ t /a is the apparent static pressure on the liquid with bubbles (see (38), when the right-hand side is null). In processes where the size of the bubbles evolves, taking the definition ofν into account, (58) can be written
As an alternative to (59), one can thus introduce the equilibrated microforceζ and the Cauchy stressT
which enter the expression of the internal power per unit volume in terms of the kinematic variables v andν. Their relation with the actual stresses (59) is:
(notice that were the power of the microstress not null such expressions would be false).
Micro kinetic energy and microinertia
Assumption A.III gives
(26) and (32) allow us to compute the integrals and thence identify κ
here written in terms of ν, υ,ν andυ. From now on, we assume ρ 1 ρ 2 and simplify matters accordingly:
will be used in place of (65), neglecting terms of the order of ρ 1 /ρ 2 or higher.
Notice that the first term under square brackets in the right-hand side of (66) expresses the contribution of phase changes, which is null if (10) holds, whence the micro kinetic energy per unit volume under such circumstances ρκ = 2π 9 3 4π 5 3
As already mentioned, this is the case studied in [4] , whose expression (page 20 before equation (7.4))
can be retrieved from the right-hand side of (67) taking again (10) into account. Within the approximation leading to (66), the density of microinertia is computed following the definition (6); to make the presentation easier we split it into the contribution of vapour (index 1) and liquid (index 2):
If phase changes never occur (ν = 0) and if terms of the order of ν 1/3 can be neglected with respect to 1, we get the expression given in [4] :
which, within the approximation, corresponds to the left-hand side of the Rayleigh-Plesset equation (16).
Configurational microforces
Our starting point is the first principle written as in Eq. (7), where we introduce results obtained for the material element studied in the previous section. It must be remembered that the element is seen as a part of the continuum with microstructure in one case, and as a part of a classic continuum bearing a moving discontinuity in the other case. Hypothesis (53) entails
Calling upon the balance of momentum in each phase and the divergence theorem, the first term in the right-hand side of (72) becomes
Recalling assumption (52) and (55), we get from (72) and (73) and the first principle (7) a local form for the balance of internal energy:
Let us now consider the second principle at the microscopic level (the temperature is uniform by assumption in the element)
sum term by term on both phases and recall (56) and (54) to get
and then, from (74),
Therefore the additional contribution of configurational changes of the microstructure in the Clausius-Duhem inequality (9) is identified as
Putting this result and the constitutive description suggested for the internal actions (62) into the Clausius-Duhem inequality, a few passages lead us to
Following Colemann and Noll's interpretation of the Clausius-Duhem inequality, the constitutive assumption ψ = ψ(ι, θ,ν) then gives the constitutive laws to be a condition forν = 0, and if we admit that also at the macroscopic level (81) has to be satisfied as an equality, the latter entails
Conclusion
We have presented an application of the theory of continua with microstructure to the case of fluids with bubbles with phase changes at the bubble's wall. The subject introduces the idea of configurational microforces that proves expedient in handling the constitutive description of the body undergoing such phase changes.
The problem of finding the velocity of the fluid, taking into account the present number density of bubbles and void ratio, is completely set up by the balance equations given in Section 2, plus the usual boundary conditions on either velocity or pressure, the constitutive Eq. (37), (59) or (62), (80), (83) and the postulated equation of configurational microforces (82) bearing (44) as a consequence. This setting is isothermal and valid if the density of the vapour phase can be neglected when compared to that of the fluid; other common assumptions have been introduced to simplify the scenario, and in particular the vapour and the fluid have been considered as a perfect gas and an inviscid liquid respectively.
The isothermal approximation, required in the present introductory paper, would probably need be removed to deal with real problems. Yet our result can be applied when the latent heats of evaporation/condensation diffuse rapidly enough to leave temperature under almost the sole control of the boundary.
An extension can be fancied of the model, were bubbles to split or merge, collapse or nucleate. In this case, the number denisty υ becomes an independent variable, with the kinematic relation υι = υ * occurring only occasionally. The definition ofυ := υι sets fictitiously things into order again, allowing one to look at the model presented previously, but with reference to the intermediate settingυ instead of the initial one υ * , and search for an appropriate rule for the evolution ofυ.
The latter will have the form of a criterion on the configurational force associated withυ. The following issues should be considered when making this force and the criterion explicit:
• splitting/merging are represented by changes ofυ for constantν;
• nucleation/collapse are represented by changes ofυ that occur for constant vapour volume, i.e. withν changing proportionally.
